
Board of Directors Meeting 
Phone Conference  
August 22, 2016 

Meeting called to order at 6:03pm by President Jeff Mundorf. 
Present: Jeff Mundorf, Bob Wagner, Jimmy Walker, Anna Guthrie, Campbell Forsyth, Steven Rosvold, 
Steve Wight, Jennifer Quinton 
Not Present: Tom Blasdell 
Jimmy Walker made a motion to approve the minutes from 7/18/2016. Jennifer Quinton seconded; 
approved. 
  
President's Report 

• Jeff Mundorf asked if all board members had received the email of Richard Brandon's 
resignation. Yes - all did. 

• We have resignations from both Richard Brandon and Tim Gifford. Tim Gifford will submit the 
required written resignation. 

• Overall, the NCA is in good shape with good trial numbers and memberships, etc. 
• We will discuss filling the two director slots a bit later. 

Treasurer's Report 
• We currently have $31, 476 in the account. 

Old Business 
• Meeker committee had no one to replace Mary, so the probability of Meeker as a site for 

Finals again is slim. It is time for Plan B. 
• We can move anywhere, so we don't necessarily need to be in Colorado. Requests 

for proposals? 
• Not many people understand what is involved in putting on such an event. 
• A suggestion was made that we focus for the next couple of years on just putting 

on a top-notch trial, and not a huge event. 
• Go more slowly; find a low-cost venue and do away with all the extra trappings. 
• We should not be dependent on the gate or dog sponsors for revenue, just have a 

good 5-day trial. 
• Options for Finals 

• Jackson, WY, or the nearby community of Afton, WY are possibilities. 
• The North Platte Fairgrounds is another. 

• It has a field with a 180-200 yard outrun. 
• There is a country music festival at the same time that may draw some 

spectators. 
• Some discussion of probable motel prices. Likely the prices would not 

be higher than Steamboat. 
• There is a nice arena, and the field is wider than long, due to angles of 

sun. 
• They also have a lot of panels, and we might try to negotiate a 

partnership with the Fair Board. 
• There is a nice livestock shelter for 200 head. 
• But it can be hot and humid there. 
• We have contacts for cattle in the area. 



• An opening date of June 14, the same Wednesday as this past year 
would work. 

• We need to see what all of our options are before giving away the 
gate. 

• What about the Meeker site? Does the town of Meeker own the field 
and could we use it? The only downside to that idea is that the Meeker 
committee wants control and it is far from cattle. It is possibly worth 
investigating this idea. 

• A motion was made by Bob Wagner and seconded by Steven Rosvold to check 
these two locations. Bob Wagner will also stay in touch with Meeker. The motion 
passed. 

• Facebook admins issue 
• Apparently, there is some confusion between the official NCA page and the group 

on Facebook. 
• There was some explanation of the difference between a page and a group. 
• Who else might we have as admin? We first need to clear up the confusion. 
• Anyone can post results, so we need to be inclusive. 
• The suggestion was made that we have admins from all over the country to post 

results, etc. 
• The Midwest results have been posted quickly because they are using software 

that figures results. 
• We need a team, but not all admins. Jennifer Quinton was nominated as admin; 

maybe she could recruit folks in local areas to post results, etc. Maybe we need 
another admin. 

• The group needs to be officially affiliated to the page. 
• There will be a change of who does the newsletter - Lori Herbel. There will be a team of 

people to contribute. 
• Director spots 

• We have one At-Large and the South East region to fill. A couple of names were 
discussed, potential people be contacted to see if they are interested. 

• The CCA is donating sanctioning fees to Tom Blasdell's recovery; can we do the same? That is 
an issue with the IRS and our non-profit status. The suggestion was made that if we want to, 
we can just donate our own money as individuals, or to possibly have trials and donate 
winnings, etc. 

• New Finals awards and move-up incentives 
• Possible breeder awards, the top Nursery dog running in Open, and a top rookie 

award. Until we have a plan for Finals, we need to hold off. 
• Moving up more intermediate handlers 

• Do we want more rules? 
• It is a big deal in some areas. In other areas, the trials are not about money; take 

the money incentives away and see what happens. That money could be added to 
open. 

• Making the Regionals more of a big deal would encourage move-ups. 
• Lifetime points might solve it. All thought lifetime points are a good idea. We need 

to study this idea to determine how many points it would take. 



• The suggestion was made that we look the past few years' points. Jennifer 
Quinton said she will look into that; Bob Wagner will help. Jimmy Walker will work 
with Jennifer Quinton on this and give a report at the next meeting. 

• Moving all Regionals to spring 
• Apparently, there are issues with this, due to calving, seeding, etc., in all regions. 

We can put this on the agenda for the next meeting. 
• There was some discussion of the upcoming Midwest Regionals, which is 

happening soon, and which year those winners would be qualified for. 
Next meeting: September 21, 2016. 
Jennifer Quinton made the motion to adjourn; Steven Rosvold seconded; adjourned. 
 


